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ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH CHORES

1 Weeding the garden
2 Cleaning the pool
3 Making dinner
4 Sweeping the dining room
5 Cleaning the toilets
6 Vacuuming the living room
7 Washing laundry
8 Gathering cleaning supplies
9 Windexing windows
10 Washing dishes
11 Putting away groceries
12 Putting away books
13 Making the beds
14 Feeding the dogs
15 Cleaning the car

CATEGORY TWO:
ELEMENTS OF FORTNITE

A vBucks
B Battle Bus
C Llama Pinata
D Leaderboard
E Encroaching Storm
F Emotes
G Playing with Friends
H Skins
I Peely
J Pick Axe
K Sound Effects
L Weapons
M Durr Burger
N The Map
O Grenade Launcher

How might we…
Get the children more involved with chores



1.J. Pick Axe Gardening
Give each child a pick axe to use for weeding the garden. Kids earn XP for each bucket of 
weeds they bring up to the compost pile. The child with the most XP at the end of the 
afternoon wins.

3.M. Durr Burger Dinner
Have the kids make Durr Burgers for dinner using beef patties, buns, lettuce, tomato, 
turkey bacon, pearl onions, and black olives. Serve with chug jugs.

5.I. Peely Suit for Bathroom Cleaning
Make a yellow banana “Peely” suit for cleaning the bathroom out of a yellow rain 
jacket, yellow leggings, and yellow wellies. Kids can wear the suit only when cleaning 
the bathroom.

7.C. Llama Pinata Laundry
Each week the children get a giant Llama piñata to fill with laundry. It includes a 
dissolvable soap tablet in the body. They fill the piñata with their dirty clothes, and on 
the weekend they get to smash it over the open washing machine, and start up their 
laundry. *solution for moving clothes to dryer pending.
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8.L. Weapons of Mass House Cleaning
Buy a variety of squirt guns and fill them with different types of cleaning solutions: 
Windex, Pledge, Bleach, etc. Hide these around the house, and whenever a child finds 
one, they have to go around the house and use it on all of the appropriate surfaces.

11.N. Map of the Kitchen
To help children put away groceries, make a map of where different items belong. Use 
clever names that rely on alliteration, such as Freshy Fridge, Scorching Stove, Creaky 
Cabinet, and Placid Pantry.

14.O. Dog Food Launcher
Build a grenade launcher that can shoot dog food from the cabinet into the dog bowls. 
Provide measuring cup, so kids load the launcher, and then fire twice per day. Requires 
manual aim control to feed each dog. Can also be used for treats.

15.B. Battle Bus Balloon Car Wash
Fill balloons with car washing soap and water. Place on the roof of the car. Kids can 
smash the balloons and then scrub the car with sponges. When finished, use water guns 
to rinse the car.
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How might we…
Get the children more 
involved with chores
NUMBER OF PEOPLE INVOLVED: 4
NUMBER OF IDEAS GENERATED: 8

WILDEST IDEAS: 
Peely Suit for Bathroom Cleaning
Dog Food Launcher
Llama Pinata Laundry 

A kibble explosion to 
delight your doggie pals!

Hack away those weeds in 
half the time!

It’s a fun-filled fiesta every 
laundry day!

Stay clean on toilet duty with 
a splash proof banana suit
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